Abstract. Currently, designers turn to C/C++ instead of using HDL languages at the initial stage of their projects. Manual translation from C/C++ into an HDL is extremely time-intensive. Even with latest approaches such as C++ library of HDL classes, a designer still has invested a lot of time on re-writing the project code at the RTL level. Aldec's CHDL approach, a C subset, addresses precisely the problem of C to HDL conversion automation. The possibilities of an algorithm parallelism reconstruction from its software version on example of the DCT routine were shown.
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The designer has to wait until the entire project is converted into HDL before he or she can validate the design again. This causes the conversion bugs to accumulate, making running the entire project much more difficult than in the case of having regular regression tests. A different approach has been proposed that address these problems. Currently, the most popular design solution is C++ library of HDL classes [2,3,9]. HDL classes enables a normal C/C++ environment with HDL constructs like modules, processes and signals. The designer performs a full conversion process in the same environment. As a result, the designer is able to make regular regression test at any stage of the conversion. Unfortunately, HDL classes library is not a solution that fully automates the hardware design path. The designer still has spent a lot of time on re-writing (refining) the project code from software form into HDL form (fig. 1).

Aldec's CHDL approach addresses exactly the problem of C to HDL conversion automation. Instead of enabling C/C++ environment with HDL features and pushing the user to go throught the refine steps until reaching RTL model, CHDL enables users to synthesize the HDL code directly from the C algorithm in its natural form.

2. CHDL NOTATION

CHDL is a subset of the C language [6]. The C constructs that made it impossible to perform full static data and analyze control flow were removed. The table 1 summarizes the C constructs included in or rejected from CHDL notation.
### Table 1. Summary of C constructs included and rejected in CHDL notation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs class</th>
<th>Included C constructs</th>
<th>Rejected C constructs</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Built-in types</td>
<td>char, int, float, double</td>
<td>void, pointer types</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex types</td>
<td>structure, union</td>
<td></td>
<td>translated by fields expansion into HDL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operators</td>
<td>most of C operators</td>
<td>* &amp; (indirection and address of)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statements</td>
<td>if, switch, while, do while, for, function call</td>
<td>non-recursive functions are allowed only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local scopes and visibility rules</td>
<td>cross-references over function boundary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The only limitation for a C programmer when using CHDL is the reduced spectrum of available language features. There is no requirement to re-write the C algorithm in terms of modules, processes or registers like it is in case of HDL classes. The designer only needs to eliminate the forbidden constructs, but the algorithm structure remains untouched at the same level of abstraction. As a result, CHDL will offer true system level design capabilities (untimed design).

While manual C code refine into HDL classes the designer explicitly specifies the algorithm's inherent parallelism (by decomposing the algorithm into processes). Also the hardware architecture and available resources are explicitly denoted. Consequently, the compilation from HDL classes model to HDL is very simple process, preserving all semantics of constructs used in design specification.

All of this additional information (regarding an algorithm's parallelism and its preferred implementation in hardware) is not present in the CHDL description of an algorithm. Instead, it utilizes a CHDL compiler task to take all required decisions while compiling the algorithm into HDL (fig. 2).

### 3. BEHAVIORAL SYNTHESIS FROM CHDL DESCRIPTION

Having a C algorithm written with the use of behavioral constructs from a small subset (CHDL notation) is very simple to make its transformation into HDL version. Each CHDL construct has a directly corresponding construct in HDL language. Of course, such a naive conversion would result in a single-process design. After synthesizing it into gate level, the designer will create a working design, but with very poor throughput to area size rate. The tool for real use must perform CHDL to HDL conversion in an intelligent way, which means that the behavioral synthesis approach must be implemented. The tool will take on the majority of decisions on its own. The user should only specify guidelines for preferred implementation architecture. The synthesized implementation consists of a two kinds of logical blocks, which are:

- the processing units,
- the control circuits.
The size of the control overhead depends on the proportion between the number of the algorithm's elementary sub-tasks units and the number of allocated resources for them. In the event there are less resources than sub-tasks to be processed, the control circuits must provide sharing the processing units in time, which translates into additional cycles for input data fetching, retrieving results from outputs and storage of intermediate results. As in any case, there is a trade-off between implementation size and its efficiency (power dissipation, throughput) [12]. In a normal design path, the designer has to make such decisions early in the design cycle, and the initial decision will make a large impact on the final result. With an automated path, designers can explore more than one architecture with relatively low costs or risks.

As an example, refer to a 2-D Discrete Cosine Transform algorithm [4,5,7]. Assuming that the software implementation is already in place, the formula would appear as illustrated below [1]:

```c
void fct2d(double f[], int nrows, int ncols) {
    int u,v;
    // ...
    for (u=0; u<=nrows-1; u++) {
        for (v=0; v<=ncols-1; v++) {
            g[v] = f[u*ncols+v];
        }
    }
}
```
This algorithm works as follows:

- 1-D DCT (\texttt{fct()} function) is performed for each row of the matrix \( f \),
- the 1-D DCT is performed for each column from the result matrix after rows processing,
- the whole result matrix is scaled with a constant coefficient.

From the data and control flow analysis, it is possible to find and extract elementary sub-tasks that are independent of each other and can be processed in parallel. In this example, there are few groups of elementary tasks (fig. 3):

- \texttt{fct()} on each row of \( f \),
- \texttt{fct()} on each column of result from previous processing,
- scaling each element of result from previous processing.
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\caption{The data and control flow diagram extracted from source code analysis}
\end{figure}

The designer now needs to decide what the synthesis mode to use for hardware implementation of this algorithm will be. The \textbf{blank array} mode can be used if the \( f \) matrix sizes are fixed. In this case, the fastest implementation as well as the larger one will allocate
its own processing unit. The fixed resources mode may be preferred, especially when the matrix size varies in run-time. In this case, one will get an implementation that contains the limited number of processing units and the control block. It could be that the resulting size of the implementation will still not satisfy the requirements for the first time. If this is the case, the user has to try other tradeoffs by specifying various synthesis constraints.

4. CONCLUSION

The presented example clearly shows how the behavioral synthesis can be performed from the system level C algorithm. There is no need to manually re-write the algorithm in HDL manner to precise parallelism of the algorithm. The compromise made in the aforementioned approach is to reduce the flexibility of a source language (C in this case) in favor of a predictable construct for algorithm notation that allows its static analysis. From the very coarse version of the synthesis tool, new compilation techniques are applied incrementally for improvement results. There are still several problems to be researched and solved as a practical implementation in this synthesis tool. The most important issues are as follows:
- processing units synthesis or re-use of library units,
- automatic processing unit functionality selection based on the elementary sub-tasks code analysis.
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